
Through the topic of "What Jobs Do You Like?" (你喜歡甚麼⼯作?), children in the Green Class
(綠班) learned about our community helpers and their jobs, their responsibilities, and the tools
they use. We dug into the details of professions such as teachers (⽼師), doctors (醫⽣), police
officers (警察), firefighters (消防員), postal workers (郵差), farmers (農⺠), hairdressers (美髮
師), and chefs (廚師). Some of our favorite activities are using a hair dryer to blow paint on
paper to make art, rescuing Orange Bao Bao (橘⼦寶寶) in the experience room by putting out
fire like a firefighter, making vegetable soup like a chef, and more. We are very lucky to be in a
small school environment where there are plenty of opportunities to get to know our peers
from other classes. To understand how the mail system works, we mailed letters to our
friends in the Yellow Class through our Ya Ya Post Office (芽芽郵局)! We also started to
establish friendship with each other. It was lovely seeing some of the children holding hands
while exploring the classroom!
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Classroom Happenings

Making coffee for our
teachers like baristas.

Building a train track with
Mega Tiles.

Listening to our teacher's
heartbeat with a real stethoscope.

Have you taken your flu shot yet?
We learned how a syringe works.



Adding job related Chinese
vocabulary we've learned from our
topic to our mini vocabulary book.

We are little chefs who can cut up
vegetables and use them as

ingredients to make yummy soup!

Learning how to sort colors into
their corresponding envelopes.

Experience how a blow dryer
works. Look, it can help us spread

paint to make beautiful art!



Orange Bao Bao (橘⼦寶寶) needs help! Let's
put on our firefighter uniform and grab our

spray bottle to rescue them!
Learning how to control traffic.

Sending postcards to our friends in the
Yellow Class through Ya Ya Post Office.

Looking sharp in our police uniforms.



Special Events

Showing off our costumes.

Receiving oranges during
Trick-or-Treating.

Thanksgiving Assembly. Creating a love potion.



Extra Sweet Moments

Let's read a book together! Happy birthday to our friend, Skyler!

Taking a nap with our friends. Would you like to sit with me?


